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ELECTRO-SOLV “S”
ELECTRIC / ELECTRONIC
DEGREASER AND CLEANER
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Electro-Solv “S” is a new non-ozone depleting cleaner and
degreaser for electrical and electronic parts. Contains no
CFC’s, HCFC’s, Methyl Chloroform, or any other material
known to damage stratospheric ozone.
Electro-Solv
penetrates quickly, is fast evaporating, leaves no residue, is
non-conductive and is safe for use on metals and plastics.
Formulated specifically for cleaning electrical and electronic
parts, equipment and other sensitive mechanisms. ElectroSolv penetrates into cracks and crevices to remove oils,
grease, grim, flux, and other contaminants.
Use on tuners, tape heads, connectors, contacts, office
equipment, printed circuits, switches, relays, controls, semiconductors, breakers, and numerous applications.

DIRECTIONS: Can temperature should be 18ºC (65ºF)
or warmer. (WARNING: Never use direct heat to warm
aerosol cans! Only warm water should be used!) Insert
plastic extender tube into spray tip for pinpoint control and
elimination of over spray. Spray electrical equipment and
allow 30 seconds for soil and other deposits to soften.
Flush away soil with second spraying. Allow to dry
thoroughly before restarting or reusing equipment.
Sentinel’s “S” lines of spray lubricants are non-ozone
depleting products specially formulated for industry.
Sentinel’s “S” line contains no CFC’s, HCFC’s, Methyl
chloroform, or any other material known to affect the
stratospheric ozone.

●NON-CONDUCTIVE ●NO RESIDUE ●ODC FREE
●FAST EVAPORATION

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Appearance

Clear liquid

Flash Point, ºC (ºF)

< -17 (0)

Specific Gravity, g/cc @ 60/60ºF

0.66

Weight, lbs./gal @ 70ºF

5.5

ODC Content, % wt

None

Surface Tension, dynes/cm @ 77 ºF

17.5

Dielectric Strength, KV

35

Propellant

CO2

USDA Classification

H-2

Kauri-Butanol Value

28

Net Weight per 20oz Aerosol Can

14oz. (397g)

PIN #

01005
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